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ABSTRACT

A brief history of plasma wave observations in the Earth's

magnetosphere is recounted and a classification of the iden-

tified plasma wave phenomena is presented. The existence of

plasma waves is discussed in terms of the characteristic fre-

quencies of the plasma, the energetic particle populations and

the proposed generation mechanisms. Examples are given for

which plasma waves have provided information about the plasma

parameters and particle characteristics once a reasonable

theory has been developed. Observational evidence and arguments

by analogy to the observed Earth plasma wave processes are

used to identify plasma waves that may be significant in other

planet?r <• magnetospheres. The similarities between the observed

charar .* : .sties of the terrestrial kilometric radiation and

radio > ..väts from Jupiter, Saturn and possibly Uranus are

stres .- <i Important scientific problems concerning plasma

wave F*c jesses in the solar system and beyond are identified

and rf:-cussed. Models for solar flares, flare star radio out-

burs ' . and pulsars include elements which are also common to

the t.dels for magnetospheric radio bursts. Finally, a listing

of t!v; research and development in terms of instruments,

missJ:ns, laboratory experiments, theory and computer simula-

tion:, needed to make meaningful progress on the outstanding

scier ific problems of plasma wave research is given.



I. INTRODUCTION

The term plasma wave is used to denote all waves which are generated

in a plasma or which have their wave characteristics significantly modi-

fied by the presence of the plasma. These waves may be electromagnetic,

electrostatic or magnetosonic and are Generated by the conversion of

plasma and energetic particle kinetic energy into wave energy through a

variety of plasma-particle processes. In turn, these waves may interact

with the particles and modify the particle populations within the plasma.

Plasma waves are generated in many natural plasma systems: planetary mag-

netospheres, the solar wind, the solar atmosphere, interstellar space,

stellar atmospheres, pulsars, flare stars, galaxies and quasars. An upper

limit to the frequency range of plasma waves generated in these different

systems is given approximately by the maximum frequency for which the

plasma can respond to the presence of the wave fields - the electron

plasma frequency. Within the solar system this electron plasma frequency

is 10 kHz for the solar wind,^10 MHz for planetary magnetospheres, and

10 GHz for the solar corona. In laboratory plasma devices it may range

from 10 MHz to 10 GHz. Radio astronomy techniques are used to study

plasma waves that have escaped solar and cosmic plasma systems from

above the solar wind plasma frequency ~ 10 KHz to the millimeter wave-

length range ~1000 GHz. Space plasma wave instruments measure plasma waves

generated locally in the plasma below the electron plasma frequency.
i

The emphasis of this paper is placed on the review and interpretation

of plasma wave observations made in the Earth's magnetosphere. Observations

of plasma waves from other planetary magnetospheres and cosmic plasma

systems are discussed and interpreted in analogy to the Earth's processes.

In situ space instruments have provided a nearly complete survey of the

wave phenomena, plasma parameters and energetic particle characteristics

throughout most of the Earth's magnetosphere. With this information it has

been possible to classify plasma wave phenomena as to frequency range,

wave mode, and region of occurence within the magnetosphere for both trap-

ped and escaping waves. Also, the associated plasma and particle informa-

tion is available with which to develop detailed theories of wave genera-

tion and propagation and of wave-particle interactions. Less extensive

in »itu measurements are becoming available for the solar wind and the

other planetary magnetospheres. Presently however, most deductions about
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plasma wave processes in solar system plasmas other than the Earth's

magnetosphere and in cosmic plasma systems are based on observations

of escaping plasma waves and characteristics of IR, optical, UV, X-ray

and Y-ray emissions. Therefore, we take the approach that the interpre-

tation of plasma wave phenomena in the Earth's magnetosphere together

with existing experimental evidence, laboratory experiments, computer

plasma simulations, and theoretical extensions can be used to evaluate

plasma wave phenomena in other plasma systems. Also, the magnetosphero

is itself a convenient plasma laboratory of cosmic scale in which to

perform experiments, active and passive, related to plasma wave pro-

cesses.

In this paper a brief history of plasma wave observations in the Earth's

magnetosphere is recounted and a classification of the identified plasma

wave phenomena is presented. The existence of plasma waves is discussed

in terms of the characterisitc frequencies of the plasma, the energetic

particle populations, and the proposed generation mechanisms. It is poin-

ted out that plasma waves can provide information about the plasma para-

meters and particle characteristics once a reasonable theory has been

developed for the plasma wave process. Observational evidence and arguments

by analogy to Earth are used to identify plasma wave processes that may

be significant in other planetary magnetospheres and cojsmic plasma systems.

Important scientific problems concerning plasma wave processes in the solar

system and beyond are identified and discussed. Finally, a listing of the

research and development in terms of instruments, missions, laboratory

experiments, theory and computer simulations needed to make meaningful

progress on the outstanding scientific problems is given.

II. THE MENAGERIE OF PLASMA WAVES

A. Brief History of Observations

Naturally occurring plasma waves associated with the Earth's ionosphere

and magnetosphere have been observed and studied with ground-based in-

strumentation since the late 1800'a. ' These phenomena include whistlers,

hiss, chorus, discrete emissions and geomagnetic micropulsations (see

Table 1). In 1894 Preece reported hearing what may have been whistlers

and chorus associated with an auroral display by using a telephone re-

ceiver connected to a telegraph line. Rapid variations in the Earth's

magnetic field, as measured with a magnetometer, were reported by Terada



in 1917. Interpretation of these early observations lead to the reali-

zation that the Earth had an extensive magnetic field, significant ioni-

zation to great distances and a population of energetic particles (at

least after enhanced solar activity).

In the years encompassing the International Geophysical Year (IGY), net-

works of magnetometers and of receivers in the VLF (3-30 kHz) frequency

range were set up at various places in the world to make systematic mea-

surements of these wave phenomena in terms of local time, latitude, mag-

netic conjugacy, solar activity and geomagnetic disturbances. From this

intensive effort the detailed morphologies of the observed micropulsations,

whistlers and VLF emissions were established and theories for interpreting

these plasma waves were developed. Once the frequency-time dispersion

relationship for whistlers was understood, for example, it was possible

to use whistlers to determine the electron density in the equatorial

plane. From whistler measurements it was found that the radial electron

density profile exhibited an abrupt order of magnitude decrease at

approximately three earth radii. This region of density decrease is now

identified as the plasmapause (PP in Figure 1) and the high density

region at lower radial distances as the plasmasphere (PS in Figure 1).

After the IGY it was well known that whistlers were generated by lightning

discharges in the Earth's atmosphere and the dispersion characteristics

were a result of propagation through the magnet.ospheric plasma approxi-

mately along magnetic field lines. The .source mechanisms for micropulsa-

tions and the other VLF waves were not well understood but these waves

were thought to be generated by energetic particles (electrons and ions)

interacting with the plasma and plasma waves in the magnetosphere. With

the advent of Scientific sounding rockets and of scientific satellites in

1957 it became possible to make measurements of the plasma waves(frequency

spectrum, wave mode, wave vector), the plasma (density, ion species, tem-

perature) and the energetic particles (energy spectrum, pitch angle distri-

bution, ion species) within the magnetosphere itself. From these measure-

ments it became possible to develop better theories of wave generation,

propagation and interaction.

Vanguard III in 1959 carried a magnetometer with frequency response to

6 KHz with which the first satellite observations of whistlers and other



VLF waves were made . Since that time a variety of magnetometers and

plasma wave receivers have been carried to nearly all regions of the

Earth's magnetosphere and into the solar wind between 0.3 and 1 astrono-

mical units . Most of these instruments have measured the spectral charac-

teristics of the waves using a single axis sensor - seach coil, magnetic

loop or electric dipole antenna. From the spectral information and the

change of orientation of the sensor with respect to the magnetic field,

it has been possible to classify the observed waves as to frequency range

and occurrence probability, and to deduce if the wave vector is nearly

along the geomagnetic direction or not. On an few satellites (i.e. FR7,

0G05, Injun 5, IMP6) wave measurements have been obtained for more than

one wave component (of the possible 3 electric and 3 magnetic) simulta-

neously. From these measurements it has been possible to specify the

wave normal vector direction, the wave polarization or the component of

the Poynting vector along the geomagnetic field to distinguish between
4

upgoing and downgoing waves . These methods have been applied particu-

larly to micropulsations, hiss, chorus, saucers, upstream whistler mode

waves and whistlers. For the non-thermal continuum and kilometric radia-

tion which are not constrained to propagate along the geomagnetic field

direction, it has been possible to use the nulls in the antenna pattern

rotating with the spacecraft (i.e. RAEJ, IMP6, IMP7, HawkeyeJ) and the

lunar occultation technique (RAE2) to actually locate the source regions.
B. Locations and Characteristics

Based on the extensive rocket and satellite measurements, distinct plasma

wave types have been identified in addition to those observed on the

ground. Figure 1 gives a noon-midnight cross-sectional view of the magne-

tosphere with the magnetospheric reqions identified. A detailed discussion

of the magnetospheric configuration is given by Juan Roederer (The Earth's

Magnetosphere") in this report. Indicated in Figure 1 are the regions

having the highest probability for observing the various types of plasma

waves. In general, the noise types are similar in the north and south

half of the magnetosphere (although not shown in Figure 1), however, the

types of noise that occur in the different magnetospheric regions are

somewhat distinct. This distinction is understandable because a particular

plasma wave type is generated by a partuclar particle population under

particular plasma conditions and these populations and conditions vary



between regions in the magnetosphere.

More detailed information about each type of plasma wave identified in

the Earth's magnetosphere is given in Tables 1, 2, 3. Each table lists

the noise type, its location in the magnetosphere, the frequency range

for which it is observed, the characteristic frequency of the plasma

associated with the waves, key literature references, a brief descrip-

tion of the important wave characteristics and a statement of the proposed

source mechanism. Table 1 includes the electromagnetic plasma waves -

waves with a detectable magnetic field component. The geomagnetic micro-

pulsations category includes a large class of phenomena - both waves and

transient disturbances - assoicated with variations in the geomagnetic

field. Because the wave periods and wavelengths are long, these phenomena

are best observed from the Earth. However, the ATS geostationary series

of spacecraft have yielded meaningful observations near the equatorial

plane. All the other wave types, except the trapped continuum and UHR

noise are classified as whistler-mode waves because the wave characte-

ristics can be described by the whistler dispersion relation for a plasma

with a magnetic field. These waves tend to propagate along the magnetic

field lines. Many of these waves can be observed only within the magne-

tosphere itself. The electron whistler classification includes a variety

of types such as nose whistlers, multiple hop ducted whistlers, ion-

-cutoff whistlers, subprotonospheric whistlers, magnetically reflected

whistlers and walking trace whistlers . These are distinguished by their

frequency-time characteristic due to propagation differences.

In Table 2 are listed the identified electrostatic plasma waves - waves
6

vlth an electric field but without a detectable magnetic field component .

These types of plasma waves are generally found in regions where colli-

sions between the plasma and the neutral gas are important (Farley insta-

bilities) or where there is a mixture of hot and cold plasma. These waves

are entirely trapped within the plasma and generally are observed close

to their region of generation. Two types of plasma waves have been obser-

ved to escape from the magnet-»sphere. These waves (listed in Table 3) are

generated near the electron plasma frequency and are observed to be pro-

pagating in an electromagnetic mode (perhaps by coupling from an electro-

static mode) that can escape the plasma. Because of these waves, the

ii

I

9
Earth exists as a significant (10 watts) source of radio emission within

the solar system'



Not all the waves observed in the magnetosphere are natural. Three types

of waves given in Table 4 are man-made. The power system harmonic radia-

tion is accidental but it apparently leads to wave qrowth and increased

precipitation of trapped electrons within the magnetosphere. These in

duced effects may have some long term consequences as discussed by

P.A. Sturrock in this report ("Impacts of Solar System Environment on

Man and Man in the Environment"). The other waves are stimulated by a

VLF transmitter and by a rocket-borne electron accelerator in order to

study wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere under somewhat

controlled conditions.

Ill GENERATION, PROPAGATION AND INTERACTION OF PLASMA WAVES

Interpretation of simultaneous in situ plasma wave, plasma and particle

measurements in terms of the particular plasma wave processes is compli-

cated by a number of factors:

i) The observed plasma waves may be a combination of waves locally
produced and of waves that have propagated from remote source
regions,

ii) Waves that have propagated to the observation point may have wave
characteristics different from those in the source region due to
reflection, refraction, wave-wave interactions and wave-particle
interactions,

iii) Waves and particles in the source region may be interacting
strongly at the saturation limit of the instability, so that
the particle distribution function has been modified into a
stable state. It is therefore difficult to associate the final
state with the wave mode and the particle distribution that
caused the instability during the linear growth phase.

iv) The observed particle distributions may be a superposition of the
final state distribution and the distribution of particles newly
injected into the source region,

v) In any series of observations with a single spacecraft it is
usually difficult to separate the temporal and spatial variations
of the measured parameters, and

vi) A given satellite may not be suitable instrumented to measure all
the desired parameters with sufficient dynamic range and time
resolution.



Howler, by modeling the plasma to solve for the possible wave

modes and propagation characteristics, by collecting the

data from a variety of instruments on various spacecraft and by

comparing the measured features to theoretical predictions, computer

simulations and laboratory experiments, :t has been possible to

identify certain wave modes, to classify the most likely wave

generation mechanisms, and to interpret the observed wave-particle

interactions.

A. Characteristic Plasma Wave Frequencies

A plasma having electrons, ions and neutrals of finite tempera-

tures and permeated by a magnetic field can support a variety of

electromagnetic, electrostatic and magnetosonic wave modes that

cannot exist in free-space. The range of frequencies for which these

various modes are observed to exist can be understood in terms of

o the characteristic plasma wave frequencies. To a first approximation

these frequencies can be obtained from solutions to the wave equa-

tion for an infinite, homogeneous plasma with cold electrons and

ions and a static magnetic field assuming plane wave of the form exp

(i (k-x-ut)).8'9

A representation of this solution is given in Figure 2 in terms of

the index of refraction of the plasma

n=c k /a)

where k is the wave vector and u> is the angular wave frequency

(u>=2irf) for the wave frequency f. With a magnetic field, the plasma

is anisotvopic so that the solution depends also on the angie be-

the wave vector k and the magnetic field which is called the wave

normal angle. Those waves below the plasma frequency with the wave

normal angle near 0 , have the wave energy primarily in the wave

magnetic field and the waves are circularly polarized. Waves with

wave normal angles near 9 0° tend to have their energy primarily

in the electric field component and to be linearly polarized. The
2 2

various resonance (n •* •») and cutoff (n •+ 0) frequencies can be

expressed in terms of the plasma wave frequencies related to the

electron density (N), ion species (mass=M^) and magnetic field

strength (D): 8' 9' 10

3 3 1/2
f , electron plasma frequency = 9x10 (N, electrons/cm ) Hz

+ - 1 / 2
f , ion plasma frequency =. f (Me/M^) * Hz



f " , electron gyrofrequer.cy = 2.8xlC (B, gauss) Hz

f + , ion plasma frequency = f~ (He/V.- ) Hz.

Representative curves for the variations of these characteristic

frequencies with radial distance in the Earth's magnetosphere arc

shown in Figure 3 for an auroral field line and for a cut along the

equatorial plane. Within the magnetosphere these characteristic fre-

quencies can vary over three orders of magnitude. This variation

accounts for the wide frequency range observed for a given plasma

wave phenomenon.

The cold plasma dispersion relation has been successful in describing

the propagation characteristics of the plasma wave types listed in

Tables 1 and 3. These are also listed on Figure 2. However, the

magnetospheric backbground plasma has a finite temperature which

may be different for electrons and ions and may range from 500 ° K

to 100,000 K- When the thermal velocity becomes comparable to the

wave phase velocity (c/n), the cold plasma description is no longer

valid. Introducing thermal effects into the dispersion relation

allows the possibility of electrostatic modes which occur near har-

monics of the election and ion gyrofrequencies and near the ion

plasma frequency. Waves related to these modes are included in

Table 2 and are listed in parentheses on Figure 2.

B. Generation Mechanisms

A number of excellent books and articles exist which review our

present deductions concerning wave generation mechanisms. ' * ' ' '
x ' ' Also, for each of the wave phenomena listed in Tables 1,2

and 3 the proposed generation mechanism is given along with referen-

ces to representative observational and theoretical papers.

The energy source for ion cyclotron and electron whistlers is

well identified with lightning discharges in the upper atmosphere.

This energy is derived from solar heating of the atmosphere and

the Earth's rotational motion which drives the wind systems to

effect the differential charging between clouds and the Earth1 s

surface. The momentary discharge current has frequency components

extending to tens of megahertz in frequency. Under certain condi-

tions some of this energy couples into the magnetosphere through

the ionosphere and propagates in plasma wave modes associated with

the electrons and with the ions. r!,e;;R whistler waves may be rirnpli-

fied or damped through ole'.l.i on ,iw\ ion cy-lot ion resonance w, t h ' .-••



energetic particle populations.

The energy for plasma waves generated internal to the Magnetos-

phere comes ultimately from the solar wind flow past the Earth

and the Earth's rotation. This energy is dispersed throughout the

nsagnetosphere in terms of electric fields and particle kinetic

energy and converted to wave energy through changes in the particle

distribution functions. Particle distributions unstable to wave

growth may exist at a given location in the snagnetosphere due to

processes such as plasma diffusion and convection across mag-

netic field lines, selective pitch angle scattering into the

atmospheric loss cone, energy selective gradient drifts, energy

selective acceleration, resistive energy dissipation or mixture

of hot and cold ionosphere and solar wind plasmas."". Such processes

are discussed more in detail in the papers by Roederer, Lyons,

Haerendel and Sonnerup (this report).

The resulting non-Maxwellian distributions may be continuously unstable

or perturbed into an unstable state under geomagnetic storm conditions.

For the purpose of discussion in this paper we divide the proposed

plasma wave generation mechanisms into two general categories:

gyroresonance and streaming.

1. Gyroresonance Instabilities

Particle distributions that contain free energy in the component

transverse to the magnetic field direction ( anisotropic tempera-

ture distributions Tx > T.̂ or loss cone distributions, for example)

can give up energy to waves (and vice-versa) under the condi-

tion12

f - kM V/2TT+ sf| = 0, s=±l,± 2,

In this expression k and v,, are the wave vector and component

of particle velocity parallel to the magnetic field direction, f is

the wave frequency and f the ion or electron .gyrofrequency around

the field line, and s gives the harmonic number. Interacting par-

ticles undergo pitch angle diffusion which may cause them fo be

precipitated into the atmosphere (see Lyons).

Waves associated with the ion cyclotron frequency (also called

gyrofrequency,) are thought to be created just inside the plasma

pause boundary where energetic ions from the magnetotail are
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injected into the cold plasma öf the plasmasphere. Even though

these waves have not been definitely observed, strong theore-

tical arguments for their existance can be made. It may be that

the higher frequency micropulsations (Pel and Pil) are also generated

by this process just outside the plasmapause boundary. Lions

roar seems to be explained by this ion cyclotron resonance due to

lOkeV protons streaming through the magnetosheath particularly
17during geomagnetic storm periods. Also ion cyclotron waves

assocated with streaming ions were observed in the polar cusp

region with 0G05.

ELF hisS) chorus and discrete VLF emissions are electromagnetic

wave phenomena which seem to result from the electron gyroresonance

but under different conditions. ELF hiss is observed nearly con-

tinuously throughout the plasmasphere but is thought to be generated

by the trapped electron population in the outer radiation zone

lust inside the plasmapause.""" Chorus, however, is generated in the

region between the plasmapause and the rnagnetopause principally

on the dayside of the Earth during increased magnetic activity
20by electrons in the range of 5 -150 keV. The sporadic occurrence

of the chorus tones suggests that the necessary generation condi-

tions are met sporadically in time or that the propagation paths

are spatially distributed. Discrete emissions are rather rare and

their generation seems to be similar to chorus but to require

special conditions so that particle bunches moving along the fieJd

lines can interact with the waves for an extended period and then

repeat the interaction periodically. Both ELF hiss and chorus

are associated with electron precipitation processes (see Lyons).

At the plasmapause boundary and beyond, an electrostatic plasma

wave with frequencies near 3/2 f~ , 5/2 f , etc have been observed

particularly during magnetic storm time. " Also, similar electro-

static electron cyclotron harmonic waves have been occasionally
22observed near the plasma sheet in the tail. These waves occur

in regions with a mixture of hot and cold plasmas and seem xo

require large termerature ani sotropies and a ratio of f ^a> 1 •

It may be that these waves control the precipitation of moderate
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12energy (1-10 keV) electrons in the outer magnetosphere. Direction

finding measurements on the nonthermal continuum radiation found

throughout the outer magnetosphere suggests that the source region

is near the plasmapause boundary on the morning side. In some cases

it is closely associated with the electrostatic electron cyclotron

noise suggesting that the continuum electromagnetic noise has coupled

from this electrostatic noise. It has also been suggested, however,

that this noise is due to gyro synchrotron radiation from the

high energy radiation belt electrons (in analogy to the Jovian
23decimetric radiation).

A doppler shifted electron cycltron emission mechanism has been

proposed for the kilometric radiation observed to be emitted along
5 25auroral field lines. ' This emission is thought to result from

the same energetic electrons which cause the auroral optical

emissions. Both emission and amplification of the waves is required

to explain the observed power levels representing 10% of the par-

ticle energy flux. Waves emitted by this process would be right-
24

hand polarized.

2. Streaming Instabilities

Under this category we include the types of instabilities which are

classed as current driven, beam, two-stream and drift wave. Common

to these instabilities is a distribution function for which at

least one component of the plasma is streaming through the other

thermal and energetic components. As an example, the distribution

may have a "bump on the tail" - this distribution function,

compared to a Maxwellian, has in enhanced population at some

velocity different from the average velocity. This sort of distri-

bution is unstable, according to the Penrose criterion, if there is

a minimum in the distribution function F(v) at a velocity v** such

that

F ( v>- F ( v?> dv > 0.
(v-v*)

If this distribution is unstable then energy is extracted from the

enhanced population with v •> v .In general, plasma waves are crea-

ted with phase velocities near v*, the streaming velocity:

v = c/n*v*.
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Note that for frequencies near resonances in the plasma (electron

and ion cyclotron frequency, lower and upper hybrid frequency

and plasma frequency) the index of refraction goes toward infinity

giving a low phase velocity making possible the interaction with

low energy particles.

a) Current Driven. At the bow shock and magnetosheath, in the

boundary layer of the tail plasma sheet and along auroral field

lines, the few magnetometer and plasma particle probe measurements

indicate the presence of field aligned currents and the presence

of streaming ions (which may be carrying the current). The ob-

served bow shock turbulence, tail broadband electrostatic noise

and auroral field line turbulence have common features and may

all plausibly be generated by an electrostatic ion cyclotron or

an ion acoustic instability associated with the streaming ions. The

electromagnetic bow shock plasma waves and the magnetic noise

bursts observed on auroral field lines and near the neutral sheet

in the tail are intimately associated with the presence of the

electrostatic noise. Either this electromagnetic noise is coupled

from the electrostatic noise through a wave-wave interaction or

this noise is generated directly by an electromagnetic instability

associated with the field aligned currents. 6' 1 2' 1 4' 1 5 ' 2 6

Instabilities related to currents moving across the field lines

are possible in the ionosphere in the presence of collisions. As an

example, collisions in the E-region provide sufficient electron

conductivity to support transverse electric fields and to cause

the electrons to stream at an E/B drift velocity with respect to

the neutrals (and ions). When this drift exceeds the ion-acoustic

velocity, an instability occurs producing observable electrostatic
2 7waves, and corresponding density fluctuations which are seen aB

echos on backscatter radars (see chapter by Farley).
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b) Beam. Particularly in the auroral regions, the precipitating

energetic electrons C<:10keV) often constitute a field-aligned

electron beam. This beam can emit plasma waves by the incoherent

Cerenkov and cyclotron processes and the emitted waves can be

further amplified by a coherent beam process. Noise bands are

observed in the magnetosphere at the lower hybrid frequency Z

2 9
and the upper hybrid frequency f :

1
fLHR

It seems that these noise phenomena can be understood as incoherent
29 30Cerenkov radiation due to rather low energy electrons. ' Also,

it may be that at least the LHR noise band is due in part to trap-

ped and dispersed electron whistler waves.

VLF hiss and saucers are found in nearly the same region of the

low altitude ( /~ 2000 km) auroral zone as illustrated with data

from Injun 5 in Figure h. The VLF hiss is associated with an

intense flux of precipitating auroral electrons with energies in

excess of 10 keV and also with an ELF noise band which is similar

to lions roar. ' The saucers, however, have no apparent associa-
33

tion with particles above 5 eV. With Injun 5 the VLF hiss is

found to be downward propagating waves whereas the saucers are

upward. It has been shown that the VLF hiss spectal characteristics

and power levels can be explained by amplified Cerenkov radiation

due to this auroral electron beam at or below the region where
34

the electrons are accelerated (3000 - 20,000 km). Saucers

can be explained by assuming a source of suprathermal electrons



of < 5 eV beamed upward. This beam produces amplified Oirenkov

radiation at altitudes above 1900 km.

The kilometric radiation , emitted from auroral field lines ,

may also result from the auroral electron beam and current system.

A beam driven electromagnetic instability which operates in the

presence of ion wave turbulence has been proposed. The instability

saturation levels are consistent with the large observed power

levels. Waves generated by this mechanisms would be lefthand polari-

zed.35

c) Two Stream. At the bow shock,solar wind ions and electrons are

reflected to produce a counter-streaming (two-stream) distribution.

These reflected ions may be the source of the whistler mode noise

observed just below the ion gyrofrequency upstream of the bow

shock in the solar wind. The noise band just below the electron

gyrofrequency is identified with the reflected electrons as is the
36

electrostatic oscillations at the electron plasma frequency.

The dynamics of the bow shock is discussed in detail by Greenstadt

and Fredricks in this report.

d) Drift Wave. Plasma can be given directed energy in regions

where strong temperature or density gradients exist. Ion cyclotron

waves are reported in the polar cusp region during a magnetic

storm. They may be caused by a current driven ion cyclotron insta-

bility or by a density gradient drift instability. Fredricks

suggests that the theoretical work on electrostatic drift waves

beyond the plasmapause leads to a source mechanism for Pc5 micro-

pulsations. The Kelvin—Helmholtz instability, resulting from a

shear in the ion velocity parallel to the magnetic field lines

at the cusp boundaries, may generate rnicropulsation3 in the .07 to
37

30 Hz range. Farley (this report) discusses the role of gradient

drift instabilities in the ionosphere.

C. Wave Propagation Characteristics

Plasma waves observed in the magnetosphere may have propagated away

from the source region. The path of propagation depends on the

detailed plasma and magnetic field distributions, on the initial «„

wave normal direction _k , on the wave mode and on the wave frequency.

To illustrate the characteristics of plasma wave propagation, ray

paths (direction of energy flow) for components of a magnetospheri-

cally reflected electron whistler are shown in figure 5a and for



continuum radiation trapped between the plasmapause and the

magnetosheath in Figure 5b. From these figures it is seen that

waves are not necessarily constrained to follow the magnetic field

lines as energetic particles do. (However, whistler-mode waves may

be trapped in field-aligned ionization ducts.) Therefore, waves

generated by one particle population in one source region can pro-

pagate to an entirely different particle population region where

they can interact to modify that population.

To obtain the wave characteristics in the generation and wave-

-particle interaction regions it is desirable to measure the wave

characteristics at the point of observation and to trace the rays

forward and backward. The wave characteristics for simple waves

have been determined frorr. the amplitudes and phases of the various
4 39wave components. ' These characteristics include the wave normal

vector k and Poynting vector S. However, in mcst cases the wave

field is a mixture of many different waves so that it is necessary

to obtain a wave distribution function F(k, S, u) to fully describe

the waves in analogy to the particle distribution functions. So far

the problem has only been formulated but not developed to a useful
40stage.

D. Consequences of Wave-Particle Interactions

Detailed considerations of the magnetospheric plasma wave inter-

actions with the particle populations is given in the papers by

Lyons, Greenstadt and Frericks, Haerendel and Sonnerup in this re-

port and in a number of review articles.1' 11# 12' 13' l4' 1 5 Scarf

and Russell have developed a list of magnetospheric plasma pro-

cesses which are known to involve or which probably involve plasma

waves. This list is presented here to illustrate the variety and

significance of wave-particle interactions:

1. Mechanisms for ring-current decay and for precipitation of
electrons and ions to form the diffuse aurora,

2. Energy transfer and heating at the collisioness bow shock
and at the field-aligned current regions within the magneto-
sphere ,

3. Mechanisms that provide microscopic coherence and lead to
the enormous electromagnetic radiation levels from regions
above auroral arcs,
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4. Dissipation nr.chanism in field-line merging regions,

5. Source of anomalous resistivity or instabilities leading to
potential double ]ayers which support field-aligned electric
fie.u:. r.sponslble for the auroral particle acceleration
process to form bright auroral arcs,

6. Cause of viscous interactions that support the formation
of the geomagnetic tail and the overall plasma convection
pattern,

7. Formation of SAR arcs,

8. Cause of electron loss to form the energetic electron slot
between the trapped radiation zones, and

9. Scattering of particles from open cusp field lines to closed
magnetic field lines.

An example of one wave generation and wave-particle interaction sys-

tem it illustrated ir Figure 6. During geomagnetic storm times a

hot "• rjrq cun .-/i - pjasma is injected from the tail into the cold

pki!!!i";.-lt: K plasma. Ion cyclotron waves may be generated causing

some oi the ions to he precipitated into the atmosphere. The ion

waves ar<> damned as they propagate downward giving rise to a down-

ward hea' flux wh.ich may produce a stable auroral red (SAR) arc in

the lower, i on

In ordei to -̂..irthe r lest-, the collection of possibilities for wave

generation ^ .d wr>v~ interaction processes, controlled experiments

within '. -r n-.n.i.-•nt.v..:herr are bei.ng carried out. A few details about
•11 4 2the Sij.lt: Vi,L uransmittcr ' arc! the Echo rocket electron gun and

4' 44argon ion source "'' experiments are given in Table 4. The scheme

for carrying rut tin? Siple transmitter experiment is illustrated

in Figurs 7 inciriiing the use of satellites such as the Electrody-

namics Er*-Icrer pair. Modulated waves In the rango of 2 to 16 kHz

are transmitted f'om Siplo, Antartica. These waves enter the iono-

sphere and propagate nearly along the L.̂ 4.1 flux tube. If an ener-

getic electron peculation exists in the equatorial region, the waves

may b<j ampJit led or may organize the electrons to emit a new wave

at a '-:ll'''/.!y dxiforent frequency which changes with time. Wave

growth can ex v;ed JOdB at the rate of lOOdB sec . The interacting

elect iroiif. !,.iy 'n 'c.l.tered into the loss cone and precipitate into

the atmosphere. . jt^'llites along the field line can be used to make

careful monsur̂ .ifnt.'; of the wave characteristics and of the particle

distribution /unc'..ions to provide details of the interaction.
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IV. DIAGNOSTICS WITH PLA...MA WAVES

Observations of naturally occuring plasma waves resulting from

processes that are reasonably well understood have been used to

obtain information on local plasma parameters and on remotely

occurring plasma processes which is complementary to that ob-

tained from other instrumentation. Measurements of ion and electron

whistlers and of LHR and UHR noise have provided estimates of

plasma density, ion species and temperature. Micropulsations are

used as an indicator for changes in the structure of the plasma-

pause and magnetopause. The source regions for saucers, VLF hiss

and kilometric radiation are thought to be associated with the

regions of auroral particle acceleration and the presence o*: kilo-

metric radiation is a good index of bright auroral arc activity.

In addition active wave experiments such as performed with the

topside sounders, Siple and Echo, have been used to determine

plasma parameters and to study wave-particle interactions. More

sophisticated active wave experiments are planned.

A. Plasma Parameters

Compared to techniques using instruments such as Langmuir probes

and mass spectrometers, determination of plasma parameters using

wave techniques are Jess affceted by satellite potential and sheath

effects ci.nce the wave char.-" teristics are established over a volume.

on the order of the wavelen ch cubed which exceeds 1 km . However,

one must wait for the wave phenomenon to occur or must stimulate

and receive the appropriate waves.

1. Ion and Electron Whistlers

ion cyclotron whistlers are observed to occur in the midlatitude

ionosphere. From the frequency of c upliny between the electron

and ion whistler trace and the observed ion gyrofrequency it is

possible to obtain the fractional concentration of the ions. From

the shape of the ion whistler trace it is possible to estimate the
45 46ion number density and the ion temperature. ' ' The time of

occurrence with respect to the causative lightning discharge and

the frequency of the "nose" for the electron nose whistlers obser-

ved on the ground at mid- to high latitudes are used to derive

the electron density distribution in the equatorial plane. This

technique is useful for locating the pi asmapause as ;J fuiu'Hon
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of local time nearly continuously. An example of the plasmapause
45

location for three days ii July 1963 is showr in Figure 8.

2. LHR and UHR Noise Bands

The lower hybrid resonance frequency depends, on the effective ion

mass, f and f . L.HR noise bands are found at altitudes • > 1000 km
P g

in the mid- to high latitudes. With measurements cr estimates for

f and f , the mean ion mass, which depends on the fraction ion
p g 28 45

concentration, has been derived over a wide latitude range.

The UHR frequency depends only on f and f and the observed noise

band is bounded at low frequencies by the electron plasma frequency

f itself. At and beyond the plasmapause ooundary the UHR noise band

is observed and has been used to obtain the electron density radial

profile as illustrated in Figure 9 in good agreement with whistler
4 6determinations and direct measurements.

3. Wave Sounders

By driving an antenna with a sweep-frequency signal and measuring

the amplitude and time delay of the received waves it is possible

to excite resonances in the local plasma and to observe waves re-

flected from distant density gradients. From this information, the

local density and temperature as well as the density profile toward

increasing density can be determined. Such topside sounder experi-

ments have been performed with Alouette and ISIS, for example.

Similar experiments are planned for the ISEE Mission and for AMPS
4 7Shuttle payloads

B. Plasma Processes

Observations of propagating plasma waver can provide information

on plasma processes remote to the point of observation:

1. Micropulsations

The period, amplitude and polarization of geomagnetic micropulsation

have been used to deduce information about the interaction of the

solar wind with the magnetosphere, the dimensions of the magneto-

sphere, and about streaming particles within the magnetosphere.

Micropulsations in the Pel range (.02-5 sec periods) are probably
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caused by cyclotron instabilities outside of the plasmapause.

Micropulsations jn the Pc2 to Pc5 range (5-600 sec periods) depend

both on particle instabilities and field line resonance conditions

in the vicinity of the plasnuipause . For example, the location

of the plasmapause boundary can be determined from a chain of itiicro-

pulsation stations by measuring the polarization and period of

Pc3 and Pc4 pulsations. The period increased with the increased

plasmasphere extent because the length of the source field line
49is increased giving a longer resonant period for these waves.

2. Electron Whistlers

By observing changes in the characteristics of nose whistlers as

observed in Antartica and Canada on the time scale ofi\>13 minutes,

the cross-L plasma motions near the plasmapause have been inferred.

Plasma velocities of ' 100 ir,/sec corresponding to electric fields

of "'O.I mV/m are obtained.

3. Saucers and VLF Hiss

Both of these phenomena have a V-shaped frequency-time characteris-

tic as seen in Figure 4 and illustrated in Figure 10a. Ray paths

between the source and the satellite that explain this shape are

shown in Figure 10b. By modeling tne auroral region and calculating

ray paths similar to those in Figure 10b it has been possible to

determine the approximate saucer source altitude and source region

dimensions (10 km vertically by 0.5 km horizontally). The altitude

distribution is seen to be above 1000 km and up to the satellite

altitude. A similar analysis of many VLF hiss events has not

been carried out but one case from injunS indicated a source region
32

near 4000 km altitude. Since these waves are thought to be due

to locally accelerated electrons, it is tempting to associate the

acceleration region with the nois'1 source region. Saucers and VLF

hiss are indicators of the acceleration process for which

the acceleration region must be be lov; or at the saucer source and

above or it the hiss source altituder
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4. KilomeLr.Lc Radiation

The presence of auroral kilometric radiation on the nightside of

the earth has been s/iown to have a hiqh correlation with bright
i L:

auroral arc activity^" (but not with diffuse aurora) as exhibited

in Figure 11. Also, the apparent source position of the kilometrio

radiation as observed by lunar occultations with RAE2'3 is illustra-

ted in Figure 12. These- source locations trace out an auroral field

line region with an altitude range of 1 to 8 earth radii. Since the

source mechanism for kilometric radiation may also involve the
24 35auroral accelerated electrons ' "" , the presence of kilometric

radiation may he used as an indicator of the acceleration region.

5. Wave-Particle Experiments

The Siple VLF transmitter and Echo particle gun experiments (see

Table 4 and Section III.D.) are representative of ictive experiment:;

which generate waves that carry information about the wave-particle

plasma process. For example, the amplitude, growth rate and fre-

quency changes of the waves stimulated by the Siple transmitter con-

tain information about the energetic electron distribution function
4?and bunching along the field line.

C. Plasma Waves Associated with Auroral Particle Acceleration

As an example of plasma waves associated with significant plasma

processes, we consider the auroral region. Based on the source

region determinations for VLF hiss, saucers and kiiometric radia-

tions as well as their observed associations with field aligned

currents, field aligned fluxes of-keV electrons, and bright auroral

arcs in the nightsi.de auroral region, these phenomena may all be

interpreted ar; part of the auroral plasma system as depicted in

Figure 13. One interpretation is as follows: An emf drives a

current along these auroral fieldlines which closes through

the ionosphere. On the field lines for which electrons are driven

downward, an electric f i o 1(5 parallel to the field line may
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develop due to one or more processes - anomalous resistivity, potential

double layers, pitch-angle anisotropy, hot/cold plasma mixture

or current limitation. These parallel electric fields can accelerate

a fraction of the low energy electron population to keV energies which

are observed below 3000 km and which cause the auroral arcs. Waves

generated as part of the acceleration mechanism or by the electron

beam escape upward as kilometric radiation and downward as VLF hiss.

The return current ( <-̂ 10 amps) is carried by large numbers of

suprathermal electrons (^5eV) on adjacent field lines and this low

energy beam generates the upward propagating saucer waves. Further

verification of this model may be carried out with the pair of Electro-

dynamics Explorer spacecraft - one at low altitudes at the foot of the

field lines and the other moving approximately along a field line

through the acceleration/generation regions.

The most significant plasma wave emission from this auroral process

is the kilometric radiation. This radiation covers a frequency range

of 20 kHz to 2 MHz which excapes the magnetosphere with a maximum

at ̂ '200 kHz. This frequency of maximum emission is approximately

the electron gyrofrequency at the observed source region (see Fi-

gure 3a). The radiation is beamed into a solid angle about the field
9

line of J 3 steradians with a total power of ~-10 watts which is ̂ 10%

Of the electron beam energy flux and -•'1% of the energy flux supplied

by the solar wind. The noise is emitted as a superposition of short
25bursts in noise storms lasting up to several hours (see Figure 111

As will be discussed in Section V.A.2 many characteristics of the

kilometric radiation are similar to those of the Jovian decametric

radiation.

V. PLASMA WAVES IN OTHER MAGNETOSPHERES AND COSMIC SYSTEMS

Plasma wave instrument!.; have been carried beyond the Earth's

magnetosphere into the solar wind in the vicinity of the Earth

by many spacecraft and to a distance of 0.3 All by Helios 1 and 7.

However, no plasma wave instruments have been included on either

US or Soviet fly-Dy and lander missions to the planetrj (Mercury,

Venus, Mars and 'Jupiter). Plasma wave instruments are included

in the forthcoming Pioneer Venus and HJS ('Jupiter, Saturn and

possibly Uranus) Missions and ar» tiupgested for the Jupiter
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Orbiter Mission. At present the nature of plasma waves trapped

in the magnetosphcres of other riantts ay well 3- those in cosmic

plasma systems must be inferred from The escaping waves observed

by radio astronomy techniques and from plasma parameter that

can be deduced from IK, optical, UV, x-ray and y-va.y emissions.

For the Jovian magnetosphere, we do have plasma energetic particle

and magnetometer measurement':; performed with Pioneer 10 and 11.

Using the detailed interpretations of plasma wave processes in

the Earth's magnetospherc along with the existing observational

data, and results of laboratory experiments, computer simulations

and theoretical development1; it j r; possible to make predictions

about plasma wave ph'-nonena in other planetary magnetospheres and

cosmic plasma sys terr.s .

A. Jupiter

Jupiter is an in tie: :G-..' rvdio t:;'ii. + ter ' •:: two frecuercy ranger.: the

deciraetric range <."•••.) ¥\\:i - ;.J,''•("•;. M M Z ) due to synchrotron radiation

from the trapped relax i vist i:: electrons and the decametric/hecto-

rr.etric range C C 0 0 kH/.-UOMHz) c:;e in part to the motion of the

moon IQ through the .Tovian ni-irne tosphere probably stimulating

emission similar to the terrestrial kilometric radiation. The

existence of trapper! plasma waves is inferred from those at the

Earth and from the observed energetic particle characteristics.

1. Decimetric Radiation

A radiointerferometer map of the Jovian radiation at 21 cm wave-

length is shown in Figure 14. This emission pattern is consistent

with this emission being due to synchrotron radiation by relativis-
52

tic electrons trapped in a dipole magnetic field. Northrop and

Birmingham used the electron fluxes and magnetic field directly

observed by Pioneer 10 for the first time to calculate the expected

synchrotron flux. This result agrees with the observed flux

to within a factor of two- Klp.Lr̂ '1 , however, demonstrates

that the synchrotron flux ' :•> nor constant bu*' va~M';G by

•-" 30% over n fifteen year period and th--: flux var Lat i.oris

at two wavelength:; are different, arj seen in Figure IB.



The variations also do not follow the 10.7 cm solar flux

variations (indicator of solar activity) nor the square

of Jupiter's distance fx̂ om the sun suggesting that the

relativistic electron flux is not controlled by the solar

wind directly but probably l.r. determined by plasma proces^e'j

within the magr.etcsphere itself. Son>e of these processes

may involve plasma wave;-:' " " (see Section V.A.3).

2. Decametric Radiaticr

Ground-based observations of the Jovian decametric (5-4 0 MHz)

radio bursts rwver a period of 20 years. Recently satellite-

-borne receivers have extended the. frequency ranqe down to
57

hectometric wv/olencths (C.^-S Wlz). The many observational

characteristic:- c •: this radio noise phenomenon have ceen

discussed by a number of authors. ' ' ' J ' ' Only a summary

of the most proimnent features is given here with some

interpretation.

Bursts of rad>. noise fro.Tt Jupirer are observed over the

frequency range of C.t ':o -n" MHz w:itn a peak at -9 MHz, as

shown in Figure 16, although each burst may have an instan-

taneous bandwidth as narrow r>.:z IGu V;Hz. Bursts at. different

frequencies are not generally" correlated. These bursts have

durations in the cenn of seconds range (L-bursts; and in

the millisecond to tenths of seconds range (S-bursts) although

burst structure on the microsecond scale has been observed.

The L-burst duration is thought to be due to interplanetary

scintillations (due to solar wind density irregularities)

whereas the S-burst structure may represent the coherence

time for the plasma instability or the time for a beam fi ~:r.

the source to cross the Earth. Probably the most striking

feature is that the probability of observing an intense bunt.

(with a power of ? 10' watts) depends jointly on the longi-

tude of Jupiter facing the Larth (Central Meridian Longitude,

III^ a n d the position of the moon To in its orbit around

Jupiter with respect to the Earth (rT^, where 18 0° places Io

<-•'). f i g u r e .! 7 ''•--, \ v>]'-.'• o f t i i "



probability which indicates the pronounced Io-associated

emission for the regions fy~ 90°, ?\~ 110° (Source B);4~ 240°,

>V- 240° (Source A); and ̂  240°, ?\~ 330° (Source C). Also a

significant, but less probable, Io-independent source at

J\~ 250 is apparent . It has been shown that the gross fre-

quency-time character of a noise storm (lasting several hours)

is surprisingly reproduceable for a given set of * and X over

time periods of ~12 years. This reproduceability, the frequency

range of emission and the pronounced circular polarization

of the bursts (up to 80% righthand polarized above 20 MHz

changing to lefthand below) is used to argue that the observed

frequency is related to the electron gyrofrequency in the

source region. Magnetic field models based on the Pioneer 19

and 11 measurements of the Jovian magnetic field are consistent

with these deductions : the surface field in the northern

hemisphere where the fieldline through Io intersects the iono-

sphere is "14 gauss giving a gyrofrequency of ~4Q MHz and the

polarity of the magnetic dipole (opposite to that of the Earth)

can explain the polarization sense. Radiointerferometer measure-

ments of the apparent source size indicate an extremely small

source region: ""400 km if spatially incoherent and ~ 4000 km

if spatially coherent (like an antenna) compared to the Jovian

radius of 70;000 km. Whatever the emission mechanism, it must

be a collective process.

Most effort has been expended in interpreting these observational

characteristics for the most intense Io-related bursts. It is

generally accepted that the Io-related emission is generated by

Io's motion through the Jovian magnetosphere at a frequency

related to the electron gyrofrequency (perhaps a harmonic). This

radiation is generated as bursts in small source regions along

the field lines connecting Io to Jupiter and is beamed by the

source or by the allowed propagation paths (which may include

wave-wave coupling) so that in only certain Io-Jupiter-Earth
CO

geometries are the bursts observable at Earth. Smith has

recently reviewed the many models suggested for the Jovian de-

cametric emission in light of the Pioneer 10 and 11 measurements

and the possible analogy to the terrestrial kilometric radiation.

These '.uodels for the coupling of energy from Io's orbital motion

to plasma waves include mechanisms by which lo generates large

amplitude Alfvén waves or w"i Lstlert; , accelerates particles along
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the Io flux tube or sweeps up the existing energetic trapped

particles. Smith concludes that at present no comprehensive

theory exists but that acceleration of particles by plasma
63

sheaths near Io appears to be a promising coupling mechanism

and that most emission properties could be explained by an

electron cyclotron instability or parametric instabilityJ3

due to the highly anisotropic distribution of these streaming

electrons. Many of the fine scale features may be attributable

to the propagation paths determined by the structure of the

raultipole magnetic field and the plasma distribution in the

magnetosphere.

A pictorial representation of the basic Io sheath-acceleration

model is shown in Figure 18. Because of rapid rotation of

Jupiter's magnetosphere ( 10 hour period past Io} and the proxi-*-

mity of Io to Jupiter (6 Rj) it may be that a notional emf of up

to 570 kV is developed across Io's ionosphere. (An ionosphere

on Io was detected with the Pioneer 10 radio occultation experi-

ment). This emf is thought to drive a current down the field-

lines connecting Io to the Jovian ionosphere and back up to Io

for closure in the Io ionosphere. Plasma sheaths may form at

or near Io (perhaps similar to the double potential layers

described by Block and Fälthammar ) to separate the plasma

moving with Io from that moving with the Jovian magnetic field.

A significant fraction of the motional emf may be dropped

across these sheaths leading to the acceleration of electrons

and ions to'-'100 keV energies. The streaming electrons carry
13 9

up to 10 watts of power compared to 10 watts for a large

decametric burst. This model seems plausible based on the Pioneer

10 and 11 observations of order of magnitude increases in the

flux of 100-500 keV electrons only on the field lines associated

with Io. On comparing the models depicted in Figure 18 and

Figure 13 and the observed characteristics of the Jovian deca-

metric and terrestrial kilometric emissions, the simularities

are striking. These simularities are the basis for suggesting

that the mechanisms are basically the same and that perhaps
• 25, 63, 64, 65

this process is common in plasma systems•
3. Trapped Plasma Waves

No direct measurements of trapped plasma waves have yet been made

in the Jovian magnetosphere. However, the measurements of Pioneer
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10 and 11 revealed sources of free energy in the plasma and

energetic particles which must lead to the generation of a va-

riety of plasma waves similar to those at the Earth. The fre-

quency range for these waves would be scaled by the relative

plasma densities and magnetic field magnitude. Some examples of

likely types of plasma waves are mentioned here.

Greenstadt and Fredricks (in this report) have discussed the

bow shock structure expected for Jupiter and the associated

bow shock waves. If a current system of high energy electrons

is driven by Io as suggested in Figure 18 then it is reasonable

to expect whistler mode noise similar to tfLF hiss and saucers

from instabilities or amplificaton along the field lines in
55analogy to Figure 13. Sentman, et al. report significant

pitch angle anisctropies of the relativistic electrons (> 20 MeV)

which are apparently recirculating through the Jovian magneto-

sphere. They have assumed that whistler mode turbulence main-

tains this anisotropy in the range of 3 to 5 Rj and deduced

the required cold plasma density in good agreement with the

values derived from Pioneer 10 plasma measurements0 . Barbosa

and Coroniti considered this same instability and arrived at

upper limits to the stably trapped flux in agreement with ob-

served values. Also they estimated the lower limit amplitude

for this whistler mode noise (probably like ELF hiss) of ̂ 0.5
-1/2my L where L f '* R, which is comparable to Earth values.

Outside of Io's orbit where the cold plasma density decreases

below 10 cm it is very likely that electrostatic waves are

generated at the upper hybrid resonance frequency and near odd-

half harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency (3/2 fa, 5/2 f ,...)
f 7

according to Ashour-Abdalla and Kennel . At the Earth x the

corresponding waves may cause particle precipitation leading to

diffuse aurora. Also, the non-thermal continuum radiation may re-

sult from coupling of this electrostatic noise to an electromagne-

tic mode. The escaping component of such a process is a likely

explanation for the non-lo-associated decametric radiation. Re-

sults from the plasma wave instrument on MJS are anxiously

awaited to test these ideas and to identify other significant

plasma wave processes in the Jovian magnetosphere.
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B. Other Planets

Direct spacecraft measurements indicate that Venus and Mars do

not have a magnetic dipole moment large enough to produce a

magnetosphere. Siscoe (in this report) considers the nature of

the interaction of the solar wind with these bodies. Although

plasma waves may be generated as part of the interaction processes,

measurements have not yet been made and the problem has been given

little attention theoretically. Arguments that Saturn, Uranus

and Neptune may have a magnetic moment significant enough to

produce an extensive magnetosphere are reviewed by Siscoe (in this

report) and by Van Allen . These arguments are based primarily

on simularity of the planets to Jupiter in terms of rapid rotation

and size and on the detection of hectometric bursts from Saturn

and possibly Uranus. So far synchrotron emission has not been

detected from these outer planets. Both magnetic field and energetic

particle measurements at Saturn are forthcoming from Pioneer 11

on 1 September 1979 and MJ3 and possibly at Uranus with MJS. At

present descriptions ct plasma wave processes at these major planets

are entirely based on analogies to the Earth assuming an extensive

magnetosphere with trapped plasma and energetic particle popula-

tions.

1. Synchrotron Radiation

In the case of Jupiter, detection and mapping of the decimetric

synchrotron radiation provided definitive evidence for an extensive

magnetosphere with a trapped energetic electron (>10 MeV) population.

Detections of synchrotron radiation from Saturn, Uranus or Neptune

have not been reported. These measurements are difficult because

the expected lower energy electrons and weaker magnetic fields im-
2 3ply that the emission frequencies would fall in the 10 to 10 MHz

range where the galactic background noise level is high and the

radiotelescope resolution is poor. Models for synchrotron emission

from Saturn have been studied b\ Luthey and for Uranus and Neptune
69 '

by Kavanagh . An example of the situation for Uranus is shown in

Figure 19. Measurements above 1000 MHz trace out the 180°K black-

-body atmospheric emission curve whereas the synchrotron emission

is expected to be significant below 1000 MHz. The 34 MHz presently

achievable upper limit point is almost an order of magnitude above

the model synchrotron flux levels . Both Saturn and (,'ranus are
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uniquely different from Jupiter in characteristics which may affect

the emission of detectable synchrotron radiation: Saturn has a sys-

tem of particulate rings which may preclude the possibility of

intense radiation belts close to the planet and Uranus may have a

magnetic axis nearly aligned ><ith its rotational axis which makes

an angle of 98 with the ecliptic plane normal so that synchrotron

radiation, if emitted, might not be beamed toward the Earth. Im-

proved radio-astronomical techniques or measurements closer to the

planets themselves are required to possibly detect this radiation.

2. Hectometric Radiation

Using the spinning antenna on IMP6, sporadic bursts of hectometric

radiation attributable to Saturn and possibly to Uranus have

been reported. Typical spectra for these bursts are shown in Figure

16 along with those of the terrestrial kilometric and the Jovian

decametric emissions. By assuming that the Saturn and Uranus peak

emission frequencies (1.1 and 0.5 MHz respectively) scale as the re-

lative magnetic field strengths (as they do for the Earth and

Jupiter) an estimate of the planetary surface magnetic field can

be obtained. These values are compared in Table 5A to values pre-

dicted from a magnetic Bode's lav/ ' with reasonable agreement.

Kennel and Maggs have also used the observed power flux at Earth

to compute the total power emitted assuming that it is beamed into

a hemisphere (2H steradians). This power is then compared to an

estimate of the power Intercepted from the solar wind by the

planetary magnetosphere and in Table 5B the ratio is calculated.

Included, also, are the recent data for Uranus . Calculated

in this manner, the power ratios (conversion efficiency) in-

crease from 0.1% at the Earth to 25% at Uranus! Following this

trend, Neptune would be predicted to emit nearly 10 0% of the

power receive*' from the solar wind which would produce a power

flux of 10 Wm Hz at the Larth. However, the radiation

may not be beamed into 21T steradians as assumed by Kennel and

Maggs. For the Earth the emission solid angle is ^2 steradians

and for Jupiter it is ~ 10 '. steradians leading to lower esti-

mates of the emitted power as indicated in Table 5B. Using the

Jovian efficiency of . 02i>, Neptune would produce a power flux

of 2x10 Wm Hz at Earth. Of course, it may be that the

power source comes from the rotational energy loss of the planets



and not from the sclar wind.

Detection of these hectometric bursts is significant in indi-

cating the presence of magnetic fields nearly in agreement with

the predicted valuas scaled from Jupiter and the existence of

significant free energy from the plasma or particle populations.

Because of the nature of the bursts it is tempting to conclude

that the emission process is the same as for the Earth and

Jupiter but the mechanism for coupling energy into this process

is unresolved - is it Earth-like coming from the solar wind

flow past the magnetosnhere or Jupiter-like coming from the

planetary rotational energy via a close-in moon? Both Saturn

and Uranus do have moons of appreciable sj.;:e relatively close-in.

Hopefully measurements with MTj will resolve this question.

C. Cosmic Systerm

Radio emissions fr-oir. the solar chromosphere and corona and from

cosmic plasma systems beyond th^ solar •-•vstem are the result of

plasma wave processes with the characteristic plasma frequencies

scaled up for the plasma ruriter density and the magnetic field

magnitude. Interpretation of these processes must depend on the

properties of processes studied in space and the laboratory with

computer simulations and theories taking into account the different

parameter regimes and relatives tic effects. Three plasma processes,

for example, have escaping plasma waven with characteristics that

are somewhat similar to the escaping waves from the planetary mag-

netospheres. These wave phenomena are solar radio bursts, flare

star radio outbursts and pulsar radio emissions.

1. Solar Radio Bursts

The energy for most solar radio emissions that are non-thermal

(not due to thermal Bremsstrahlung) is thought to come from ener-

getic electrons associated with solar flares. The most intense

bursts and noise storms occur after some large optical flares in

which electrons are found to be accelerated to >10 MeV energies.

One suggested acceleration mechanism by Cariqvist is that of a

double potential layer which is formed on interruption of the cur-

rent flowing along the magnetic field lines linking sunspot regions

on the solar surface. Stored magnetic energy is released across

this potential region which accelerates particles tc high energies

causing elect:roma-jm t ic cri rsicn:; fror x-ray to radio wavelengths,
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and particle as well as shock wave injections into the solar

corona. In this model the double layer is thought to be similar

to that possibly existing in the terrestrial auroral regions and

in the vicinity of lo. Radio noise is produced by a variety of

processes ranging from gyrosynchrotron emission from the highest

energy electrons in the chromosphere for the microwave bursts to

plasma oscillations driven by the outward streaming electrons in

the corona for type III bursts

2. Flare Star Radio Outbursts

A class of relatively close stars (dMe stars; dwarf, M-type with

emission spectra) have been observed to include members which

exhibit increases in optical brightness, especially in the UV,

lasting for minutes. A few of these optical flare stars also

have detectable radio outbursts v/hich are associated with the
7 f

optical flare within t5 minutes \ An example from Wolf 424 is shown

in Figure 20. These outbursts last from tens of seconds to tens of

minutes and are highly polarized { 60%) with both circular and li-

near components. la morphology, these outbursts are similar to solar

microwave and Type III bursts but the total energy released in an

outburst is over two orders of magnitude greater than for

a solar radio burst from a star that Is about half the solar

diameter. Some features of these flare ntars may help explain

the radio outburst characteristics: they are rapid rotators

(several day period), they "nave large surface magnetic fields

of *• 20j 000 gauss and many are part of binary sx.ar systems. A

coherent synchrotron emission mechanism is likely but the short

duration of the emission is suggestive of a rapid electron

acceleration process similar to that for solar flares (with 10'

more energy released) and/or to that for planetary particle

acceleration associated with the radio bursts- A double layer

acceleration process could result from a current driven by the

stellar magnetosphere by the rapid rotation or by the rotation

with respect to the companion star.

3. Pulsar Emission

Pulsars are generally thought to be rapidly rotating (periods
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.03 to 10 seconds) neutron stars ( 10 km radius) with surface

magnetic fields as high as 10 "" gauss. In a model for pulsar
75

emissions due to Sturrock field-aligned currents are driven

along polar field lines due to the interaction of the rapidly

rotating pulsar magnetosphere with the surrounding nebula.

This current is carried by beams of electrons which have been

accelerated to 10 eV energies by a plasma sheath at the star

surface. These electrons emit Y-radiation which annihilates to

produce an electron-positron plasma. The resulting high energy

plasma may lead to a two-stream instability which breaks the

currents flow into current sheets. These current sheets may then

radiate in the radio spectral range .like single particles, with

a large effective charge, moving along curved magnetic field lines.

Observation of the radiation in the form of complex pulses depends

on the relative orientation of the rotation and magnetic axes with

respect to the line of sight. This model, shown in Figure 21

(from Kennel ) is also capable of explaining the y- and x-ray

bursts observed from the Crab pulsar (CP 1919). Of interest for

this pulsar emission model are the elements of sheath particle

acceleration and current driven plasma wave instabilities which

may be common to solar system processes as well.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUED PLASMA WAVE RESEARCH

In the previous sections the characteristics of obser- ad plasma

wave processes and the current interpretations regarding these

processes have been reviewed. The wide variety of plasma wave

types in the Earth's magnetosphere was emphasized since our

information is most complete on these, but, known characteristics

and .Suggested mechanisms for planetary and cosmic escaping plasma

waviip were also discussed. In this final section we summarize

the ftajor advances in plasma wave research during the past several

years, identify the most significant problem areas to be empha-

sized and make recommendations for the future direction of this

research.
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A. Recent Major Advances

During the past several years, major advances in plasma wave re-

search included the following:

1. Development of a theory which describes the dynamics of

the outer electron radiation zone in terms of diffusion

rates, amplitude of ELF hiss, cold plasma density and pre-

cipitation fluxes.

2. Observations of electrostatic noise at the bow shock, mag-

netosheath, cusp, tail, plasmapause, auroral field lines

and the ionosphere - all regions of significant wave-

particle interactions related to many of the fundamental

plasma processes listed in the next section.

3. Discovery of the terrestrial kilometric radiation and de-

tailed measurements on location, beaming, and association

with bright auroral arcs.

4. Description of VLF hiss and saucers as coherent beam ampli-

fication processes driven by the intense auroral field-

aligned currents.

5. Discovery that power system harmonics of 60 Hz can leak

into the magnetosphere and cause electron precipitation

and that the active study of similar wave-particle and

wave-wave interaction U3ing the Siple VLF transmitter and

electron beams injected from rockets can be carried out.

6. Detection of hectometric radio bursts from Saturn and

Uranus and realization that these bursts may result from

processes similar to the Jovian decametric and terrestrial

kiloraetric bursts which may also be similar to solar,

flare star and pulsar emission mechanisms.

B. Significant Research Problems

In my opinion research concerning the following plasma processes

should be emphasized during the next decade. Examples of un-

answered questions on the involvement of plasma waves in these

processes are given:
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1. Energy transfer from the solar wind to the magnetosphere and

heating at the bow shock

Greenstadt and Fredricks (this report) emphasize the role of plasma

waves in the collisionless bow shock structure. It seems that ion-

-acoustic waves are responsible for thermalizing the directed solar

wind electron flow at the shock but the waves responsible for the

ion heating have not been identified. It is suggested that electro-

static waves near the lower hybrid resonance frequency produced

by a counterstreaming ion distribution may be responsible. Measure-

ments of waves and particles in the bow shock region must be done

by mother-daughter spacecraft pairs (like ISEE) to account for the

rapid spatietl variations.

2. Precipitation of electrons and ions from the trapped radiation

regions to cause diffuse aurora

Lyons (this report) thoroughly discusses the dynamics of the radia-

tion belts. Electron diffusion and precipitation can be understood

in terms of ELF hiss and to some extent chorus. Electrostatic

electron cyclotron noise ( 3/2, 5/2 f ) is thought to be impor-

tant also but its spatial distribution and conditions for genera-

tion are not yet well enough documented, along with adequate

particle distribution function measurements, to assess its signi-

ficance. Ion cyclotron noise has long been thought to control

ion precipitation but as yet it has not been conclusively detected

in the interaction region. EE will again attempt these measure-

ments but more specialized instrumentation may be required for

future missions.

3. Acceleration of electrons along auroral field lines causing

bright auroral arcs anri intense kilometric radio emissions

The evidence for field-aligned currents and field-aligned electric

field regions is discussed by Haerendel (this report). Many mecha-

nisms have been proposed to account for the intense beams of

electrons which carry most of this current at low altitudes and

which cause bright auroral arcs. However, so far it has not been

possible to identify the responsible mechanism because observations

are required in the macmetosphere and because the various possi-

bilities need more study through theoretical analysis, computer
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plasma simulation and laboratory plasma experiments. If anomalous

resistivity is the cause then it is thought to be electrostatic

ion cyclotron or ion acoustic plasma waves which cause the resis-

tivity. If it is double layers then waves may be important to the

formation but not the persistence of these layers and if it is a

pitch angle anisotropy effect then plasma waves may play no role

at all.

A good case has been made that the VLF hiss is Cerenkov emission

amplified by the auroral electron beam and that the saucer emissions

are due to the same process for a return current lower energy

electron beam which has not yet been observed. Several completely

different mechanisms (.amplified electron cyclotron and parametric

wave decay for example) have been suggested as the cause for the

high power kilometric radiation. Measurements of the wave charac-

teristics (especially polarization), plasma parameters and energe-

tic particle distribution function in or near the source region

are not yet available with which to identify the specific plasma

wave process.

4. Energy dissipation in the magnetotail allowing field line

merging which determines the magnetosphere shape and the plasma

convection patterns

For the process of field line merging between the solar wind and

magnetosphere magnetic fields at the bow shock and along the magne-

tosheath and for the process of field line reconnection in the tail

region (see Sonnerup, this report), an energy dissipation process

is required. One likely suggestion is that energy is dissipated

through the creation of electrostatic waves. Both broadband

electrostatic noise and electrostatic electron cyclotron emissions

are observed in the regions where field line merging should be

taking place. The detailed associations between field-aligned

currents, changes in the magnetic field vectors, particle ener-

gization and the amplitudes of these waves have not yet been made

to determine i.± the waves can provide the required localized

resistivity. ISEE should provide some of these measurements.
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5. Energy transfer between the magnetosphere and atmosphere

and heating in +-he ionosphere

Energy is transferred directly from the magnetosphere through the

ionosphere into the atmosphere through precipitating particles,

field-aligned and transverse current systems and by electric

fields. Banks (this report) discusses a number of these coupling

mechanisms. As with many plasma wave processes it is not known

whether waves are instrumental in the particle acceleration, cur-

rent resistivity or electric field penetration mechanisms or

whether they are just by-products. Many of these questions should

be answered by the continued Atmospheric Explorer and the Electro-

dynamics Explorer Missions. Sturrock (this volume) has mentioned

several processes by which this energy coupling could affect

the atmospheric weather systems.

6. Energization, diffusion and precipitation of energetic par-

ticles in the magnetospheres of other planets

Some evidence for wave-particle interactions in the Jovian magne-

tosphere was presented in Sections V.A.I and 3 and other charac-

teristics are discussed by Lyons, Haerendel and by Kennel and

Coroniti (this report). There is no doubt that trapped plasma

waves exist in the Jovian magnetosphere with much the same variety

as for the Earth. However, because of differences in the plasma

distribution, density and temperature (~<100 eV) and because the

particles are mildly relativistic, different wave processes may

dominate. MJS'77 will give the first clues on plasma waves and

the wave-particle interactions at Jupiter, Saturn and possibly

Uranus. However, missions such as the Jupiter Orbiter are required

to obtain any detailed understanding of the plasma wave processes.

7. Emissions of the intense radio bursts from Jupiter, Saturn

and Uranus

As indicated in Section V, it is tempting to conclude that the

mechanisms for planetary radio emissions are similar because they

seem to scale with the supposed magnetic field in frequency and

with the solar wind energy input in intensity. But, in fact, the
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details for the emission process of terrestrial kilometric radia-

tion are unknown. Direct measurements with MJS(U) of beaming,

polarization and intensity are definitely required along with

measurements of any associated trapped plasma waves similar to

saucers and VLF hiss, broadband electrostatic noise and magnetic

noise bursts as well as evidence for electron acceleration,

electron beams, and field-aligned currents. It is desirable to

determine if the current systems are driven by solar wind con-

vection or by planetary rotation (with respect to a moon?). For

example, if one argues that the Jupiter-Io situation is unique

and that each planet should have a solar wind current system

which causes radiation in addition, as at the Earth, then Jupiter

may have a nighttime decametric source of 10 -10 wattsJ

8. Cascading and transport of energy within the solar wind

Observations of solar wind density, velocity and temperature

parameters are reported by Feldman (this report). Observa-

tions of waves within the solar wind have been reported

from the early Pioneers and TMPS near the Earth (f AU).

Pioneer 10 and 11 have extended measurements in the magne-

tometer frequency range to beyond 7 AU and Helios 1 and 2

to 0.3 AU for a wide frequency range. Observed waves cover

the expected spectrum (as in Figure 2) from long-period

Alfvén waves (like some micropulsations and ion cyclotron

waves) to waves at twice the electron plasma frequency ge-

nerated by electron beams from solar flares. However, it

remains to identify the role of these waves in the transport

of energy from the solar photosphere through the chromo-

sphere and corona and into the distant solar wind. For the

solar wind it must be determined if the Alfvén waves, for

example, carry most of the energy from the photosphere

and are dissipated to heat the corona and if the fluctuations

in the plasma density (which lead to interplanetary scin-

tillations of radio sources) are due to a wave-wave inter-

action proceas. Missions such as Helios and the proposed

Out-of-Ecliptic are required to determine the solar-solar

wind energy balance and the significance of plasma wave

processes to this balance.
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9. Emission of plasma waves from cosmic plasma systems such as

the solar atmosphere, flare stars, pulsars, galaxies and

quasars.

Examples given in Section V.D. suggested that some cosmic plasma

wave processes may be interpreted in terms of processes that can

be well studied by passive and active experiments in the magneto-

spheres of the Earth and, in the future, Jupiter. Once the local

process is explained in terms of concrete physical principles,

extentions in the theory, in laboratory experiments and in com-

puter simulations can be made to better describe the particular

cosmic plasma system.

C. Future Direction

I feel that future plasma wave research should emphasize the

following:

1. Completion of survey for plasma and plasma wave processes

throughout the solar system

Within the Earth's magnetosph?re, the auroral and polar regions

between 3000 km and 4 R^ have not been surveyed. Auroral particle

acceleration, kilometric wave emission and plasma convection pro-

cesses occur in these regions. The proposed Electrodynamics Explo-

rer Mission supplemented by ISEE and GEOS would provide much-needed

measurements. Pioneer 11, Pioneer Venus, MJS(U) will provide the

necessary survey data for Venus, Jupiter, Saturn and possibly

Uranus. However, a flvby of Neptune and Pluto, additional inves-

tigations at Mercury and orbiters of Jupiter (as proposed), Saturn

and Uranus are necessary to provide the detailed data on magneto-

spheric processes and their response to solar and solar wind vari-

ations. Data on plasma and plasma wave processes in the solar wind

into 0.3 AU in the ecliptic are being collected by Helios 1 and 2.

However, the solar heliosphere processes both closer to the sun

and out of the ecliptic plane must be at least surveyed in order

to develop theories for the dynamics of stellar magnetosphere.
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2. More detailed measurements of electromagnetic and electro-

static wave characteristics using multiple receivers and

correlation of wave measurements with more detailed energetic

particle and plasma measurements in the Earth's magnetosphere

A new level of plasma wave instrumentation and analysis

techniques needs to be developed to obtain more
40

definitive plasma wave measurements. Storey and Lefeuvre

are developing the mathematical and data processing tech-

niques to derive wave distribution functions f (k,S,i£) from

measurements of the six electromagnetic wave components.

Appropriate plasma wave instrumentation is to be flown on

GEOS but these same measurements are also required elsewhere

in the magnetosphere. Similar instrumentation and analysis

methods need to be developed for determining the complete

wave characteristics of electrostatic waves. GEOS will

also carry an on-board correlator to produce spectrograms

of a selectable frequency-time segment. This processor

provides broadband data at a much lower data rate than

would be required to transmit the analog data directly -

thus conserving telemetry as is required for obtaining de-

tailed spectral information from the solar wind and plane-

tary magnetosphere. Satellite-to-satellite interferometry

on plasma waves will be attempted for the first time between

ISEE-A and ISEE-B. This technique may be particularly

valuable for determining the spatial correlations of trapped

plasma waves and the source locaticns (and source sizes)

for escaping plasma waves such as the kilometric radiation.

This more sophisticated instrumentation must be accompanied

by similarly sophisticated Instruments for measuring the

plasma parameters and particle distribution functions -

generally on pairs of spacecraft to be able to separate

spatial from temporal variations.
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3. Development of active plasma experiments for further probing

the magnetosphere under controlled conditions and for carrying

out basic wave-particle experiments in the extensive mag-

netospheric plasma.

42Helliwell reviews the techniques and results of VLF wave

injection into the magnetosphere in order to Study wave sti-

mulation and particle precipitation processes {see also Figure

7). The results to date suggest that more sophisticated ex-

periments should be carried out in conjunction w:\th in situ

spacecraft that are capable of measuring the local wavefields

- original and stimulated - and the detailed evolution of the

particle distribution functions. Such experiments are planned

in conjunction with ISEE and with the proposed EE (which, is

more suitable) but better experiments would include the VLF

transmitter also on a spacecraft. The injected electron and

ion beam experiments with the Echo rockets are examples of

using the magnetosphere as a laboratory plasma in which to

produce controlled wave-particle processes (see Cartright and
43Kellog ) as well as to study the magnetosphere itself. A

concentrated effort should be made to take advantage of the

Shuttle launch capability to expand these laboratory experi-
47

ments along the lines reviewed by Scarf for the Plasma

Physics and Environmental Perturbation Laboratory (PPERL) and

the proposals for a series of Atmospheric, Magnetospheric

and Plasma Physics (AMPS) payloads. Already it seems that

Spacelab I will carry an electron gun with diagnostic instru-

mentation for waves, particles and optical emissions. However,

it must be remembered that a laboratory carried by Shuttle

can examine a limited plasma parameter range so that

active experiments to the outer magnetosphere are also

required. These can be launched from shuttle or by conven-

tional rocketry from Earth.

4. Performance of laboratory plasma experiments, computer simu-

lations, and theoretical analyses that treat specific proces-

ses identified in the magnetosphere.

More emphasis must be placed on research efforts that com-
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plement the direct space measurements especially since the

space experiments are being designed to obtain more quanti-

tative results on some well identified processes. Fältharamar

emphases the increasing need for laboratory plasma expen ••

ments. He suggests that these fall into two categories: (1)

configuration simulation in which the geometrical proper-

ties of a large system such as the magnetosphere or moon

(terrella and lunella experiments) are modeled and (2) process

simulation in which the local behavior of a real plasma ex-

hibiting a particular process of interest is studied.

Some experiments relating to current flow and plasma convec-

tion in a dipole field (Birkeland currents); energy dissipa-

tion at a magnetic neutral line or point (neutral sheets and

solar flares); anomalous resistivity, electric potentials

in magnetic mirrors and electric double layers (particle acce-

leration in neutral sheet and on auroral field lines); and

the penetration of plasma into a magnetic field region (bow

shock) have been carried out,

A few experiments related specifically to space plasma wave

processes have been performed: An experiment by Bernstein,

et al, with a large scale electron beam produced emissions

at 3/2, 5/2, harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency

and at the electron plasma frequency. Other experiments, for

example, designed to study large magnetic-field-aligned

electric potentials and particle acceleration, produce ion

acoustic turbulence and emissions below the electron gyro-

frequency and above the electron plasma frequency which are

similar to the plasma waves associated with the auroral

acceleration regions. Further research is required to

ascertain, quantitatively, the role that these waves play

(S Torvén, personal communication).

Computer plasma simulations provide a powerful technique

to study specific plasma phenomenon in comparison with space

measurements, laboratory results and theoretical predictions.

Such computer plasmas can develop smoothly into non-linear

states. Since one has information on the position of each

particle and on the applied microscopic fields, diagnostic

quantities can be computed to give the evolution of
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of the plasma parameters, wave modes and particle distri-

bution functions. Very few applications of this developing

technique have been made specifically to space plasma problems.
79

Goertz and Joyce did investigate the formation of an elec-

trostatic double layer in one dimension, for example, which

confirmed a number of the theoretical predictions but the

diagnostics to identify the associated electrostatic plasma

waves has not yet been carried out. The computer simulation

technique is an important key to interpreting observed pro-

cesses and to extrapolating these processes into other plasma

regimes.

The significant research problems identified in Section B

provide a working list of problems to be attacked by theorists,

"Solutions" to these problems require that the theorist be

provided with suitable results from space measurements, laba-

tory experiments and computer simulations. In order to ob-

tain suitable data, the theorist needs to be involved in de-

fining the space missions, in identifying the specific pro-

blems to be attacked, and in specifying the parameters to be

measured. They also need to identify the computer and labora-

tory experiments to be carried out and the required parameters

to be determined,

5. Identification and interpretation of plasma wave processes

from cosmic plasma systems seeking analogies and contrasts

to solar system plasma processes.

Plasma and plasma wave processes in other cosmic systems

may operate from different, sources of free energy and under

different plasma conditions. Examination of these processes

(from the escaping plasma wave information) is important in

order to test the interpretation of solar system processes

by extrapolation and to identify new processes which occur

within the Universe. Such research provides the necessary

cross-fertilization between solar system plasma physicists

and astrophysicists.
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TABLE 1. ELECTROMAGNETIC PLASMA WAVES

PHENOMENON

Geomagnetic Micro-
pulsations

Ion Cyclotron Waves

5ow Shock Plasma Waves

[.ions Boar

Magnetic Noise Bursts

ton Cyclotron Whistlers

5LF Hiss
(Plasmaspheric)

Chorus

WT HiSS
(Auroral and V-shaped)

Saucers

Hscrete Emissions

JX* Noise

Jpstream Whistler
tode Waves

Trapped Nonthennal
Continuum Radiation

OHR Noise

Electron Whistlers

LOCATION

Hagnetosheath
Polar Cusp
Plasmapause

Plasmapause
Polar Cusp

Bow Shock
Magnctosheath

Magnetosheath

Auroral Field Lines
Neutral Sheath

Ionosphere
Plasraasphere

Plasmapause, Plasmasphere
Detached Plasma Regions

Outside Plasmasphere

Auroral Field Lines

Auroral Field Lines

Plasmapause

Auroral Zone Plasna-
pr.use

Up-stream of Bow
Shock in Solar Wind

Outside Plasmapause
Inside Maynetosheath

Plasmapause

Plasmasphere
Plasma paur,<

DBSFRVED
FREQUENCY

.C01 Hz - 10 Hz

.5 Hz - 100 Hz

20 Hz - 200 Hz

90 Hz - 160 Hz

10 Hz - 600 Hz
Peak~100 Hz

10 Hz - 750 Hz

10 Hz - 5 kHz

10 Hz - 5 kHz

10 Hz - 100 kHz

500 Hz - 30 kHz

1 kHz - 12 kHz

4 kHz - 18 kHz

.01 Hz - 4 Hz
20 kHz - 70 kHz

500 Hz - 20 kHz

100 - 600 kHz

1O0 Hz - 1 MHz

CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY

< < ;

* « ;

< f 9

<fg"

< f g

fLHR~fg

fLHR~fg

< f9

>̂  CLHR

<<;

< £ g

>f~ (local)

<£" (solar wind)

~ fUHR

REF

2,48,49,8•

16,18,37,S J

26,36,81

17

22,82

10,45,46,33

12,19,84

2C,85

32,3i,86

32,33

1,87,88

28,30,31

36,89,90.'H

23,92,100

29,30

1,3,46

fq » ion gyrofrequency

f" • electron gyrofre^uency

f = ion plasma frequency

f~ » electron plasma frequt-nc/

f. „„ " lower hybrifi resonance frequency (LHR)

fjjHR « upper hybrid resonance frequency (UHR)

L.H. *nd R.H. - left- and right-hand polarlzation



TABLE 1. (cont'd)

WAVE PROPERTIES

Transverse and compression.^ AlfvSn waves transmitted
along geomagnetic field lines. Excited at times of
geomagnetic storms. Indicators of changes \n magneto-
sphere configuration.

Spectrum of waves just below the ion cyclotron
frequency. Generally L.H. polarized. Causes proton
precipitation?

Electromagnetic turbulence comprised of bursts of
thlstler nods waves.

Jackets of whistler-mode waves propagating along
magnetic field. Associated with magnetic storms.

Superposition of intense bursts of magnetic noise.
Associated with tail electrostatic noise and similar
to lion* roar.

U.K. polarized tones rising to the ion cyclotron
frequency. Provides information on ion densities
and temperature*.

<histler-mode turbulence at all local times, rills
|9latrias:<herc. Causes electron precipitation from
louter radiation zone.

.Series of overlapping rising or tailing tones.
}uasi-p«riodic. Predcnir.antly d.iyside equator .

V-shaped noise bands on frequency-time, often super-
imposed. Downgoing waves <2SG0 Km. Associated with
electrostatic turbulence.

/-shaped noise bands in frequency-time, ofter «up«r-
lmpo***"j. (Jpgoing waves >1000 km.

Riling, falling or nixed tones, sporadic or quasi-
periodic. Rarely seen with spacecraft*

Intense noise band above LHR frequency, nearly
electrostatic with £ j_Bo*

Two bands: below ion cyclotron and below eiectro-
cyclotron frequency .

Keak broadband noise trapped between plasmapause
and roagnetosheath. Generated on dayslde
0400 - 1400 LT .

Intense noise band near upper hybrid resonance
frequency •

R.H. polarized falling tones. Travel along magnetic
field lines in ionizatlon ducts or can be refracted
across field line* .

SOURCE MECHANJSK.

Kelvt.i-Helr.uol.t2 (drift) instability in nagnetc-
shu.ith and cusp. Energetic Ion loss cone and gyro-
resonance instability at plasmapause.

Growth from hot ions injected into region of low
density cold plasma by dritt mode or ion cyclotron
resonance instabilities*

Coupling of electrostatic turbulence in ion heating
region in presence of large temperature gradients.

Ion cyclotron overstability from streaming 10 keV
protons •

Curreit driven instability by streaming protons
producing noise with £||&o.

Terrestrial lightning discharge; wave, couples from
R.H. to L.H. polarized in ionosphere.

Electron cyclotron instability with 10 keV electrons
at equator*

Doppler shifted cyclotron resonance with S-150 ><eV
electrons at ?0° pitch angles. Causes precipitation
of >20 keV electrons.

Cnnvective beam amplification of Cerenkov noise by
100 eV - 10 keV electrons. Coupled from electro-
static noise?

Convective beam amplification of Cerenkov noise by
<5 ev electrons •

Electron cyclotron resonance with bunches of '10 ko.
electron* .

CerenVov radiation from 10 eV - 10 keV electrons.
Enhanced electron whistler noise •

Two-stream instability from (reflected ?) ions and
electrons streaming away fro.-a bow-shock •

Gyrosynchrotron radiation from outer radiation brjlt
electrons or coupled from electrostatic noise at
plasmapause.

Incoherent Cerenkov radiation from 10 eV - 10 keV
electrons.

Terrestrial liqhtntng discharge. Nose whistlers
provide electron density inside and outside of
plasmapause.

k • wave normal vector direction

6O • geomagnetic field direction

JUXR • auroral kilcrunrlc radiation



TABLE 2. ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA WAVES

PHENOMENON

Tail Broadband
electrostatic Noise

^roral Field Line
Turbulence

Farley Instabilities

Electrostatic Electron
Cyclotron Emissions

Bow Shock Turbulence

Bow Shock Plasma
Oscillations

Magnetotail at boun-
daries of Plasma Sheet

Auroral Field Lines
All Local Times

Ionosphere K-Region

Outside Plasmapause;
Near Plasma Sheet

Bow Shock Transition
Hagnetosheath

Bow Shock

OBSERVED
FREQUENCY

10 Hz - 2 kHz

10 Hz - 10 kHz
Peak 10 - 50 Hz

40 Hz - 10 kHz

200 Hz - 50 kHz

200 Hz - 30 kHz

3 kHz - 50 kHz

CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY

fLHR~fg

g p g

< £9' "<fLHR

near f-

- f+
P

~ f P

?

REF

22,93

82,94

i

27,95,96

21,22,67

26,36,81.90

26,36,81,97

TABLE 3. ESCAPING PLASMA WAVES

PHENOMENON

fonthermal Continuum
Radiation

Kilometric Radiation
(Auroral or Terrest-
rial) (AKR or TKR)

LOCATION

Outside Plasraapause
Magnetosphere

Auroral Field Lines

OBSERVED
FREQUENCY

20 kHz - 100 kHz

20 kHz - 2 MHz

CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY

>f- of

solar wind

>f9 ° r f;

REF

23,92,100

5,24,25,
35,99

TABLE 4. MAN-MADE PLASMA WAVES

PHENOMENON

Power System
Harmonic Radiation

Siple Stimulated VLK
Emissions

Electron Beam Stimu-
lated Emissions

LOCATION

E-lasmasphere
Boundary, L ~ 4

Plasmasphere Boundary
L ~ 4

Ionosphere

OBSERVED
FREQUENCY

kHz

2 kHz - 16 kHz

DC-12 MHz

CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY

nxl20 Hz,
n-25

Resonant with
electrons

Various

REF

98

41,42

43,44



TABLE 2. (cont'd)

WAVE PROPERTIES

[Broadband emission consisting_of discrete bursts
with V-shaped structure, k j_ B . Associated with
VLF hiss in same region and with AKR.

Broadband emission consisting of discrete bursts
of V-shapcd structure. Associated with VLF hiss
In same region and with AKR.

Narrowband ELF emission at—100 Hz, Broadband VLF
emission<10 kHz at higher altitude-

Narrowband emission near (n+j) f~ with several
harmonics observed simulatneously.

Broadband electrostatic noise.

Harrow band electron plasma oscillations asso*
elated with electron heating.

SOURCE MECHANISMS

Associated with streaming protons l~keV). Ion

blllty-

Associated with regions of field alioncd currents
in cusp and to tail. Ion cyclotron or ion acoustic-
Instability-

Hall current instability för electrons strearainq
through neutrals in collisional plasma. Associated
with transverse E-£ields-

Loss cone Instability for 1-100 keV electrons in
rarefied cold plasma. Causes energetic electron
precipitation.

Ion two-stream instability producing Ion acoustic
waves. Associated with proton heating.

Two-stream instability frora upstreanirg sclar wind
electrons (-1 keV) reflected from bow shock.

TABLE 3 . (confd)

HAVE PROPERTIES

1
'Weak electromagnetic broadband noil» escaping
Magnetosphere. Generated in corning and early after-
noon. Associated with bands of electrostatic cyclo-
tron noise at piasrcapause.

Broadband noise bursts peaked ̂ 200 kHz beamed into
\2 (terad cone centered on auroral field line at
!-2 RE emitting »10* W. Associated with VLF his», ELF
,hlsi, auroral turbulence and tall electrostatic noise.
[Generation -2200 LT in tail and -1200 LT in cusp.

SOURCE MECHANISMS

Gyrosynchrotron radiation from outer radiation
belt electrons or coupled trom electrostatic
waves at plasmapause-

Associated with discrete auroral arcs, inverted-V
electron events (field aligned currentj). Proposed

or electron beam mstaollity >fö (L.H.) in present
of ion wave turbulence.

TABLE <• (cont'd)

WAVE PROPERTIES

Narrowband radiation at harmonics of the rectified
60 Hi, spaced by 120 Hz and falling in KH2 range.
Affects other emissions at close frequencies.

Harrow emissions, rising or falling tones, stimulated
and modified by transmitted VLF wavs.

Wave* stimulated by rocket-borne electron and argon
gunn fp, 2tg, and VLF and ELF whistler mode fre-
quencies .

SOURCE MECHANISMS

Harmonic radiation can be amplified by keV
electrons at equator. Causes precipitation of kev
electrons and may stimulate chorus omissions-

100 kW transmitter at Elple, Antartlca; growth
of «• 30 dB by cyclotror. resonance with > 10 keV
electrons at equator.

Electron gun 4 - 4 5 kV, 80 ma at 0 - 180° pitch
angles; argon source of SO V to neutralize rocket•



TABLE 5A. PLANETARY RADIO BURSTS:
COMPARISON OF PEAK EMISSION FREQUENCIES

PLANET
PEAK FREQUENCY, MHz
OBSERVED PREDICTED

MAGNETIC FIELD, GAUSS
OBSERVED BODE LAW

FREQ/FIELD,
MHZ/GAUSS

EARTH

JUPITER

SATURN

URANUS

NEPTUNE

8

1

0

.25

.1

.5

-

—
-

2.

0.

0.

4

8

6

0
14
10

.62

.4N

.8S
-

-

—

4

1

1

-
-

.8

.6

.3

0.40

0.56

(0.5)

(0.5)

(0.5)

65 71
Adapted from Kennel and Maggs with Uranus observations added. The pre-
dicted peak frequencies are obtained by multiplying the Bode Law predicts
magnetic field value by the average ratio of the observed peak frequency
to polar field value for the Earth and Jupiter.

TABLE 5B. PLANETARY RADIO BURSTS:
COMPARISON OF PEAK POWER FLUXES,*

POWER FLUX AT EMITTED POWER IN
P L A N EARTH,Vm"2Hz""1 2K STR, WATTS

POWER FROM SOLAR
WIND, WATTS

RATIO EMITTEI
TO SOLAR WIN!

2X10' 1 9

5x10

1.5x10

-20

-20

5x10

1.5x10

8

12
EARTH

JUPITER

SATURN

URANUS

NEPTUNE (2xlO"24to lxlO~20) (1. 5xl0U)

1.5x10

1.0x10

11

11

5x10

5x10

11

13

5x10

4x10

1.5x10

12

11

11

lxlO-3

,-2
3x10

2xlO~4j
-2

4x10

2.5x10"1

(2xlO"4to

65 71x- Adapted from Kennel and Maggs with Uranus observations 'Padded.

[ ~] Total emitted pcwer estimate including beaming factor

( ) Scaling to Neptune from other planets. The farther planets seem to hav
increasing efficiencies if the beaming is into 2 TT steradians. However,
the conversion efficiency for Jupiter and the Earth is much less when
accounting for the measured beaming factors.
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Figure 1. Regions of plasma wave occurrence located in a noon-midnight meridian

cross-section of the Earth's maqnetosphere.
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Figure 2. Association of plasma wave types with the characteristic frequencies of

a plasma for wave normal directions nearly along the geomagnetic field direction (0°)

and nearly transverse (90°). The curves represent the index of refraction, n, for

the left- and right-hand(L and R>- and the extraordinary and ordinary (X and O) wave

modes. Wave types in parentheses () are electrostatic.



Figure 3a. Polar magnetospheric model showing the variation

of the electron plasma frequency f~ ,gyrofrequency f~ an«3

the cutoff frequency for the rightnand mode fR=0 • Also

indicated is the frequency range for the kilometric radia-

tion which is consistent with the frequency range for which

the 3/2 f~ electrostatic emission would be expected to ex-
g 25

ceed the rlghthand mode cutoff, (from Gurnett ).

Figure 3b. Dayside equatorial magnetospheric model showing

the radial variation of the gyro, plasma, upper hybrid and

R-mode cutoff frequencies. Nonthermal continuum noise is

found to be trapped in the low density region between the

plasraapause and the magnetosheath. (after Gurnett and

Shaw 10°) .
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Figure 4. Frequency-time spectrogram of VLF hiss, saucer

and ELF noise band (similar to lions roar) associated with

an intense auroral electron precipitation event evident on

the energy-time spectrogram at ~ 0 406 UT observed by Injun 5
32

at "" 2500 km altitude, (from Gurnett and Frank" ) .
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Figure 5a. Examples of non-ducted electron whistler ray

paths in the magnetosphere that make up a magnetospherical-

ly reflected (MR) whistler train. Note that the whistler

energy can propagate across magnetic field lines, (from

Al'pert46).

Figure 5b. Examples of ray paths for nontherma.1 continuum

radiation which is trapped between the magnetopause and

plasmapause boundaries, (from Jones and Grard38).
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Figure 6. Pictorial representation of the hot ring current

plasma mixing with the cold plasmaphere plasma to produce

ion cyclotron waves at the plasmapause. These waves cause

ion precipitation and damp as they propagate leading to

a downward heat flux which produces .stable auroral red

(SAR) arcs in the ionosphere, (from Electrodynamics Ex-

plorer Final Study Team Report, NASA/GSFC,September 1976).
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Figure 7. Schematic drawing of VLF wave injection from the

Siple, Antartica/ transmitter along the L=4.1 field line to-

ward the Roberval, Canada, conjugate point. These injected

waves oeganize the energetic electrons to emit and amplify

waves at adjacent but variable frequencies in the equato-

rial region. These large amplitude v/aves cause electron

precipitation. (from Electrodynamics Explorer Final Study

Team Report, NASA/GSFC, September 19 76)
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Figure 8. The location of the electron density knee(plasma-

pause boundary) as a function of local time and radial

distance as deduced from the dispersion of electron v/hitlers
45for three days in July 196 3. (from Shawhan ).
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Figure 9. Values for the electron density in the vicinity

of the plasmapause derived fron. the electrostatic noise

spectral cutoffs at the upper hybrid resonance and the

plasma frequency as observed with T Ml'6. (from Al'pert ) .
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Figure 10a.Idealized frequency-time

(distance) spectrgram of saucer emission

extending in frequency from the local

lower hybrid resonance frequency at the

satellite to the lower of the electron

plasma or gyrofrequency. (from Hosier
87

and Gurnett ).

Figure 10b. Representative ray paths

for the saucer energy from a source be-

low the satellite. Higher frequency

components make a large angle to the

source field line, (from Mosier and

Gurnett87).
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Figure 10c. Distribution of saucer occurrence with

height of the observing satellite. Generally the source

region was deduced to be within 100 km of the satellite

by ray tracing downward, (from James ).
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Figure 11. The amplitude of kilometric radiation at 178 kflz

for a 24 hour period (magnetically active) on 25 January

1973 and a sequence of DAPP auroral zone photographs taken

during the same poriod. The kilometric radiation appears to

be more closely related to the discreto auroral arcs than

to the diffuse aurora. On frames 1094 and 1096 both discrete

and diffuse aurora are evident alonq with intense AKR. How-

ever on frames 10̂ >5 and 1097 diffuse aurora i:; occurring

but the AKR is absent, (from Gurnet t- ) .
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Figure 12. Locations of the kilometric radiation source

by lunar occultations with RAE 2 at several times during

18 February 1975. Note that the source regions trace out

nightside auroral field lines, (from Alexander and Kaiser )
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Figure 13. Conceptual view of auroral zone plasma wave

phenomena and the associated parallel electric field

regions, precipitated and accelerated electrons and bright

auroral arcs. Kilometric radiation ('200 kHz) is an esca-

ping plasma wave from 0.5 -6 R^ in altitude whereas the VLF

hiss ( ~ 3 kHz) is a downward propagating whistler-mode

wave from nearly the same altitude range. Saucers { ' 3kHz)

are upgoing whistler-mode waves from regions adjacent to

the hiss.



Figure 14. Decimetric brightness distri-

bution of Jupiter at 21.3 cm foe a cen-

tral meridian longitude of 15°. Note

that this synchrotron radiation peaks

on either side of the dark circle repre-

senting the optical disk, (from Berge

and Gulkis52).
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.gice 15. A comparison of Jupiter's escaping radiation

i. o wavelengths ( " 12 cm and 21 cm) with (a) the 10.7

cm solar radio flux (jagged curve) and (b) the square of

Jupiter's distance from the sun (sine curve) with adjusted

phase) as a function of date. The large intensity varia-

tions are not correlated with solar or solar wind para-

meters directly but may be due to changes in the trapped

electron distribution function and plasma parameters of the
54

inner Jovian magnetosphere. (adapted from Klein ).
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Figure 16. Relative intensities of the

observed escaping decametric/hectometric/

kilometric radiation as a function of

frequency for Jupiter, Saturn and Ura-

nus and the Earth. A preducted range for

Neptune (see Table 5) is also indicated,

(adopted from Kaiser and Stone and

Brown71).
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Figure 17. Occurrence probability for Jo-

vian decametric emission as a function

of the Io orbital positron ( <l> Io» •»> =180°

is toward Earth) and the central median

longitude of Jupiter XII3- for two diffe-

rent time periods. Note particularly

the Io-associated regions near $ - 90°

and 240° and the Io-independent emis-

sion for > - 240°-270°.
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Figure 18. The Io-sheath-acceleration model. Io's rapid

motion through the Jovian magnetic field sets up a mo-

tional potential of several hundred kilovolts. This poten-

tial is dropped across plasma sheaths in which electrons

and ions can be accelerated to 100 keV energies- The poten-

tial drives a beam of these high energy electrons (carry-

ing up to 10 watts} toward the Jovian atmosphere. By

a plasma instability along the field lines decametric

radiation is stimulated and amplified, (from Shawhan ).
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Figure 19. Pcssiblity of detecting synchrotron radiation

from Uranus. Most observations are above 1000 MHz and are

consistent with the blackbody emission from a 180°K disk.

Model calculations (shaded region) indicate that the emis-

sion should fall below löOO MHz where radiotelescop^s are

less sensitive. An upper limit- measurement for 34 MHz

(from one of the largos.: low frequency radiotelescopes)

is indicated. Larger radiotelescopes or measurements cio-

ser to the planet are required- (fr'nn Shawn an and Cronyn )
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figure 20.Simultaneous detection of a

radio (196 Mslz and 318 Mhz) and optical

(ulttaviolet) outburst from the flare-

star Wolf 424 AB on 30 January 19 74.

These outbursts contain orders of mag-

nitude more energy than for a solar

flare but the time scale (10's seconds)

and high degree of radio polarization

(fc.0%) suggest that the basic mechanisnu

may be similar, (from Spangler and

Moffett74).
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Figure 21. Sturrock's model of pulsars. Shown here is the

pattern of currents flowing in and out of the polar

cap of rotating magnetized neutron star whose dipole and

spin axes are aligned. In this model the current is carried

by beams of superrelativistic electrons, which emit curva-

ture photons. When these photons propagate at a small angle

to a superstrong magnetic field they can produce pairs which

also radiate photons, thereby breaking down the vacuum and

populating the outer mägnetosphere with plasma. The elec-

tron-positron plasma is subjected to a two stream instabili-

ty which produces emission xn the radio spectrum (from

Kennel76).
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A brief history of plasma wave observations in the Earth's
magnetosphere is recounted and a classification of the iden-
tified plasma wave phenomena is presented. The existence of
plasma waves is discussed in terms of the characteristic fre-
quencies of the plasma, the energetic particle populations and
the proposed generation mechanisms. Examples are given for
which plasma waves have provided information about the plasma
parameters and particle characteristics once a reasonable
theory has been developed. Observational evidence and arguments
by analogy to the observed Earth plasma wave processes are
used to identify olasma wovee that may be significant in other
planetary magnetospheres. The similarities between the observed
characteristics of the terrestrial kilometric radiation and
radio bursts from Jupiter, Sat.irr, and possibly Uranus are
stressed. Important scientific problems concerning plasma wave
processes in the solar syytTr, and beyond are identified and
discussed. Models for solar flares, flare star radio out-
bursts and pulsars include elements which are also common to
the models for magnetospheric radio bursts. Finally, a listing
of the research and development in terms of instruments,
missions, laboratory experiments, theory and computer simula-
tions needed to make meaningful progress on the outstanding
scientific problems of plasma wave research is given.
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